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From the Trustees’ statement on mission, values, strategic vision and direction 
July 2017 

 
The mission of the PLT is to develop happy, confident and successful young people. Our underpinning values are respect 

for each other, creating an environment for successful learning and giving everyone the tools to maximize their potential. 
Our primary focus is providing great student outcomes whilst also thinking about the holistic welfare of our students. The 
Trust is committed to social equality and the principles of fair access and opportunity. The priority is local families and we 

will retain a local focus. The PLT values its employees. It is committed to staff development and to fair and transparent 
dealings with all employees. Employees are the most precious resource and they must be deployed for maximum gain for 
our students and their welfare. The PLT intends to grow its family of schools. There will be measured growth as we must 
maintain outstanding outcomes. Growth, therefore, will be planned. The PLT will extend executive business services to 
support great teaching and learning. All schools will deliver a ‘world class’ modular curriculum that is relevant, dynamic, 

forward-looking and balanced. 
 

 
Neville Coles (Executive Principal) – September 2017 – message to all staff  
 
First of all, thank you for your great work within The PLT’s schools at PCSA and WCSA last year.  
 
I foresee things moving on quickly this year with more schools joining our emerging MAT. I will continue to run an ‘open door 
policy’ and ‘open e-mail policy’. Please e-mail me, or come in to see me, at any time to discuss any aspect of our MAT. From 
September a central office is running from PCSA and one will be at WCSA from October after the half term break – the two-
week half term break. Culturally, this ‘on the ground’ presence and visibility is very important to us, as a Trust. We will be a 
‘doing’ Trust that makes sure we are ONE TEAM. The open door policy is very important in this view.  
 
Please do read this deliberately simple document. It is the ‘strategic plan’ for our Trust. Good plans evolve and develop; I 
have a long-held view that strategic plans can be just pieces of paper left in offices and ‘simpler the better’ is the way to go. 
Our plan charts the future of the Trust and I hope it will engage you quickly and simply with our emerging plans. We then 
will start to deliver the plans with speed and in good faith. We hope that we will have six schools within The PLT Trust by 
April 2018, but this is very much for our Trustees to decide. Most recent figures say we have 2,607 students in the Trust – 
WCSA at 1,345 and PCSA at 1,262. If the six planned schools came together in April 2018 we would have 743 primary children 
with 3,951 secondary students – the total would be 4,694. We would have age phases from nursery to post 16. Staff numbers 
within the six schools would be over 500 – clearly, we’d be a major local employer. This is a huge responsibility but will 
present great opportunities.  
 
We have taken note of the June 2017 staff survey. We certainly will move forward with many of the suggestions. I hope staff 
feel valued by just being asked. However, we gain nothing from this process if we do not move forward in the right direction 
and at some speed. Our leadership principle of support with visibility will continue. This will be stressed again in 2017-18. 
There will be some exciting developments for staff this year with ‘The Leadership Line’ starting. We will also provide extra 
capacity for mathematics, science and IT through the PLT Teaching School Alliance by developing 12 School Direct teachers 
across the Trust. We have been granted 33 places (all subjects) for 2018-19 – this will provide much increased capacity. Well 
done to Chris and John. We will also now bid for capital projects at all the schools. As we return, the mathematics block at 
WCSA has a new roof nearing completion whilst at PCSA The SSC will open. Both sites have some new signage (again) and 
the new catering contract begins. I firmly believe that a tidy environment makes a real difference.  
 
GO PLT (EBS) is our six simple strands that I hope we all could describe (quickly) if asked. It is centred, for that reason, around 
the acronym - GO PLT with EBS added on! For me our core themes are always going to be developing effective teaching and 
learning in our classrooms whilst ensuring we are in a healthy financial position. Student numbers will drive our financial 
picture in the right direction. 
 
As always, again a big thank you to all staff who worked during the summer break – the future is here.  
 
Thank you to everyone for your great effort each day and beyond … on behalf of our children and students. 
 
Neville  
 
August 2017 

 
 
 
 
 



The Trust will operate and be guided by the 7 ‘Nolan Principles’ of public life.  
Please see the link here. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life.  
The 7 principles are: 
 

1. Selflessness 
2. Integrity 
3. Objectivity 
4. Accountability 
5. Openness 
6. Honesty 
7. Leadership 

 

OUR SIMPLE - 6 STRANDS  

GO PLT + EBS 
STRATEGIC PLAN 

2017 – 18 

 
1. Governance Strong  

• All Members / Trustees / Councilors fully understand the developing strategic vision of the Trust (GO PLT + EBS) – this 
document is backbone of all our work – (NC / ALL on Executive Team) 

• Annual governance training 2x per year – we offer all M / T / Cs effective training on governance through NLG (NC / Adele 
Haysom) 

• All Members / Trustees / Councilors fully understand safeguarding responsibilities through termly updates (NC / Principals 
/ Safeguarding Leads)  

• Further needs analysis survey for Members, Trustees and Councilors – Term 2 2017 (NC with JR and Councilors) 

• Clerking ensures all training records are up to date for all M / T / Cs – ongoing (TB) 
 

2. Outcomes Driven 
• The focus is firmly on ‘progress’ of students. Attainment is important but second to progress across all our schools. All 

students and all key groups make above national average progress. Disadvantaged students are especially important. 
Strategies to improve outcomes are developed and shared across all schools. DS are clearly at the centre of all school 
developmental planning. Termly DS meetings of key staff (NC / JC / SG-L / Principals) 

• The PLT ‘Modular Curriculum’ is fully established with common policies and practice for behaviour, marking, homework 
and teaching and learning (EP and Principals) 

• ‘Praising Stars’ reports delivered on time - 4x a year. Effort boards and grades published publicly within all schools (SG and 
Data Managers and Principals) 

• All schools have analyzed the outcomes from 2017 results – a baseline. From this we can add to and prepare effective SDPs 
- SEFs are in place by September 30th 2017 (SG and Principals) 

• P6 programmes are planned and published for T1 / 2 and T3 / 4 and T5 / 6 for all schools. Post 3.15 school is an important 
part of the PLT offer (CS / Principals) 
 

3. People are Central   
• Staff surveys in all schools reflect a happy workforce. The focus is on leadership visibility and behaviour solutions in 

schools (EP and Ps) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life/the-7-principles-of-public-life--2#selflessness
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life/the-7-principles-of-public-life--2#integrity
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life/the-7-principles-of-public-life--2#objectivity
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life/the-7-principles-of-public-life--2#accountability
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life/the-7-principles-of-public-life--2#openness
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life/the-7-principles-of-public-life--2#honesty
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life/the-7-principles-of-public-life--2#leadership


• The PLT Teaching School Alliance leadership development programme develops further for all leaders and aspiring leaders 
in the Trust. ‘The Leadership Line’ becomes fully established. School Direct programme delivered successfully and 
expanded. Trained new teachers join the Trust 2018-19 (C. Sherring / R. Barber / J. Howard / J.Johnson) 

• People are brought together through common INSET evenings and every other Faculty meeting is a shared meeting. We 
look for other ways to work collaboratively across the emerging Trust (CS) 

• Calendars ensures planning of the school year for all schools – calendar published in September with clear deadlines and 
dates to avoid any confusion. We work towards Trust-wide calendar (SG) 

• All staff have access to data about students’ progress through SISRA and all staff are trained and understand the 
expectation around data-led school improvement (SG) 

4. Limited Growth  
• Three primary schools join the Trust April 2018 – effectively integrated into the PLT family of schools (NC / MK / GW) 

• A third secondary school joins the Trust in April 2018 – effectively integrated into the PLT family of schools (NC / MK / KP) 

• Explore ways to develop primary understanding and transition strategies. How can we really improve transition? A group 
focus on transition within the Trust (NC / JC / SG-L) 
 

5. Team Capacity Building 
• Central Executive Team continues to grow wisely to meet needs of growing Trust - lead cover supervisor is appointed 

alongside additional business support (Chair / NC/MK)  

• Initial focus on developing mathematics and science teaching and outcomes. Directors begin work across the Trust (JC / 
SG-L) 

• Appointment of primary consultant and appointment of secondary consultant. Plans to further develop a Director of 
Curriculum and QA (NC) 

• The PLT TSA expands sensibly the School Direct programme to recruit high quality teachers into The PLT (CS / NC) 
 

6. Executive Business Services 
• Effective growth and management of resources (MK AC and ABMs) 

• Effective compliance (MK and ABM) 

• Supporting the growth of the Trust through a range of services (MK) 

• Writing winning capital bids and delivering improved facilities across the Trusts estate (MK) 

• Excellent financial stewardship (MK AC and ABMs) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



WE WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE FOR ALL THE STUDENTS IN OUR TRUST  
 

 STUDENTS AND CHILDREN FIRST  

 
 WE WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE FOR ALL THE STAFF IN OUR TRUST 

  

CHERISHING STAFF 
 

Ultimately, we will change our communities for the better …  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SHARING 
OUR VISION 

 

 

SIMON SINEK – THINK WHY? 
THINK WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO …  

 

STEVE RADCLIFFE  
FUTURE - ENGAGE - DELIVER 



 
    https://youtu.be/u4ZoJKF_VuA 

 
 

 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/u4ZoJKF_VuA


‘GO PLT’ 2017 and 
ONWARDS 

 
Priory Community School – part of The PLT – September 2016  

Worle Community School – part of The PLT – March 2017 
 

The King Alfred School – part of The PLT – April 2018 
St Anne’s VA Primary School – part of The PLT April 2018 

Castle Batch Community Primary School – Part of The PLT April 2018 
Pawlett Primary – part of The PLT – April 2018 

 

 
 
 



This document is about us starting to build a simple vision that is shared and understood by 
all. A vision that can be shared with all in our community in a ‘lift conversation’.  

We are building a great MAT with a set of values and a vision that is shared by all.  
 

We are building a simple vision that is known and shared by all across the Trust, with 
great clarity.  

 
By all we mean ALL – all students, all staff, all parents, all Councillors, all Trustees and all 

other stakeholders in our community and region.  
 

We understand that ‘vision without action’ is nothing.  
Action is vital.  

Joint working is vital.  
Collaborative sharing is vital.   

Outcomes are vital.  
Belief is vital.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
STUDENTS FIRST and CHERISHING STAFF underpins the idea of ‘GO PLT - EBS’.  

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

2016 outcomes below- 
P8 - WCSA 2017 outcomes – predicted all   Minus 0.2 
P8 - PCSA 2017 outcomes – predicted all    Minus 0.4 

 
 

 
School 

 
P8 All 

 
P8 DS 

Diminishing 
Difference to 

national non DS 

Clevedon 0.07 -0.08 -0.2 

PCSA 0.07 -0.28 -0.4 

Gordano 0.29 -0.35 -0.47 

St Katherines -0.19 -0.36 -0.48 

Backwell 0.01 -0.62 -0.74 

Churchill 0 -0.69 -0.81 

Broadoak -0.28 -0.69 -0.81 
Hans Price -0.27 -0.17 -0.82 

WCSA -0.46 -1.13 -1.25 

Nailsea -0.49 -1.14 -1.26 

 

What follows is best guidance – 
December 2016 –  

Multi-Academy Trusts 



Good Practice Guidance and 
Expectations for Growth 

Sir David Carter – National Schools Commissioner 

Following text is based on Sir David’s paper - 2016 
 

‘GO PLT – (EBS)  

… is almost an acronym  
 

It reflects our simple 6-part strategy within our ‘doing’ MAT 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

It is a way in which all our students, staff, parents, carers, teachers and support staff can 
easily recall what we are about within The PLT. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
We keep it simple – we focus on outcomes for students.  

 
Our ultimate challenge is to ensure we have a trust-wide school improvement strategy that 
strikes the right note – we make a difference to life chances. The strongest MATS have strategy 
but they also have relentless implementation. As a ‘rule of thumb’ we should be 80% the same 
and 20% different in each school. The exact percentages act only as a guide and as a metaphor 
really. The point is we want our schools to be ‘same but different’. Culture is the key. Therefore, 
we will have Trust-wide policies for many things, such as: Conduct, HR, Teaching and Learning, 
Behaviour and Marking. We have Trust-wide relentlessness in ensuring policy is reflected in 
practice. As the PLT Executive Team we will support and MONITOR our schools (and not be 
afraid of that word) and link this with better DELIVERY. We already have a strong and 
expanding central team of ‘executive’ staff supporting and coaching our school leaders. We 
already use data to inform and analyse, through central analytical data services. We will make 
sure our ‘executive’ leaders transpose the vision into staff and leadership team action. Leaders 
will not be remote. We will need really difficult conversations at times and will need expert 
authentic coaching – especially in the early stages of our Trust. Change is difficult and complex. 
Our emerging leaders must have real opportunities to lead, but they must understand the 
outward-facing nature of a great Trust. We are only as strong as the weakest part of our Trust. 
We must question our strategies based on our outcomes. Do our strategies have real traction 
in our schools? We base our actions on research. Can we, for example, close the shameful 
diminishing differences gaps within our secondary schools? This is the main ‘game in town’; 
we make sure we are very aware of closing these differences. The table in this document shows 
the 2016 picture for outcomes of disadvantaged students in North Somerset, with predicted 
2017 outcomes. We must relentlessly focus here in the coming months and years. 
 



GO PLT (EBS) our considered and deliberately simple strategy. 
A 6-pronged strategy that all can recall quickly. 

 
We must ‘live this’ in our daily work as a Trust, and make it a reality 

in our schools. 
 

We work at a school but we work for all students within the PLT – we 
think Trust not school. 

 

A key question is … how can we help 
others in other contexts and look 

outwards as a Trust and as a TSA?  
 
 

GREAT GOVERNANCE UNDERPINS THE TRUST 

We have a very strong Trust Board (8 Trustees) with a wide range of 
professional experiences. The Board, alongside the Central Executive 
Team, have built the broad vision and strategy for our Trust – this 
document clarifies and shares the vision. We have a clear 
accountability culture. We wish to be the Trust and the schools of 
parental choice in our area. We want to be the employer of choice. At 
all levels our leaders are fully held to account by The Trustees and by 
local Academy Councils. Training of Trustees and Councillors takes 
high priority. All agendas have ‘recent training’ as a standing item. We 
record all training and are very responsive to needs. We have an audit 
of skills of our Councillors, Members and Trustees. All are involved 
with our strategic planning and all fully understand our ethos and our 
simple vision. Great governance must underpin any great Trust. We 
must think wider than our ‘home school’. We provide regular 
Governance training day/s delivered by a National Leader of 
Governance.  

 



 
 

OUTCOMES FOR ALL STUDENTS ARE WELL ABOVE NATIONAL  

 
We will relentlessly focus on delivering outcomes for all of our 
students, that are well above national averages – especially in terms 
of progress scores. We have a very clear Trust-wide improvement 
model. This is centred on three simple policies of teaching and 
learning, marking and behaviour. The Executive Principal (EP) will be 
held accountable for standards and outcomes across all the schools. 
Clearly, the EP will hold the Principals accountable for their individual 
school. We have a clear emphasis on the outcomes for our 
‘disadvantaged students’. This is a very clear priority reflected in all 
developmental planning. We will also make sure that culture is right 
in all our schools. We work as ‘One Team’ with all schools being 
equally important. We have a simple and clear Code of Conduct – 
everyone signs up to our Code. Expected standards are clearly 
communicated with regard to the look and feel of each site. The 
Principals work closely with Academy Business Managers (ABMs) to 
make sure each site has a ‘wow’ factor to all who visit. In our view, 
culture and site are very important for student outcomes and for the 
marketing of our schools.  

 

PEOPLE AND PLT STUDENTS COME FIRST 

We will improve our workforce skills, build succession and create leaders 
that influence outcomes for children. Leadership will be vital in the process 
of developing and creating the best MAT in North Somerset and the SW 
region. Our Teaching School Alliance and our ‘Leadership Line’ professional 
development is very important in this process. High quality CPD is our 
stated ambition. We will aspire to be the ‘employer of choice’ through 
providing clear CPD pathways from NQT to Principalship / Headship. We 
will fully embrace looking outwards to other Teaching School Alliances and 
external bodies such as PIXL and SSAT. Our curriculum will be one of 
academic routes alongside the more technical and vocational. We will be 



very mindful of accountability measures, especially Progress 8 (P8). The 
entitlement for children and students is to high quality learning wherever 
you go to school. Behaviour expectations are very clear and consistent. We 
have one behaviour policy of high expectations and relentless 
implementation. We support our teachers by allowing them to ‘teach’. We 
also strongly support staff in ensuring they enjoy taking P6 activities, such 
as sport, music, the wider arts and the Duke of Edinburgh scheme. Our 
people need to fully support extra-curricular activities of all kinds.  

 

LIMITED, BUT AMBITIOUS GROWTH STRATEGY 

We are delighted that the NSC and RSC are encouraging, supporting 
and challenging the best leaders to take responsibility for more 
schools. We have an ambitious, but limited, early growth strategy. Our 
first school within The PLT was Priory Community School. This school 
joined in September 2016. We converted Worle Community School 
into an Academy in March 2017 and they then joined The PLT at that 
point – March 2017. These are two large 11-16 schools with jointly 
2,700 students. Our aim in 2018 is to welcome two primary schools – 
Castle Batch and St Anne’s. We have been asked to sponsor one other 
secondary, King Alfred School, Highbridge. Likewise, we have been 
asked to sponsor Pawlett Primary School. The PLT should have 6 
schools in our MAT in April 2018 with around 5000 students and 500 
staff. We have drawn up simple plans based on understanding our 
capacity and our region. We see in 2018-19 the capacity to be fixed at 
6 schools – three secondary schools and three primary schools. This is 
a huge responsibility, which will do not take lightly. We are enthused 
by the opportunity and the challenge.  

 
 
 
 

TEAM CAPACITY TO DELIVER OUR AIMS particularly with regard to 

developing teaching, finance, site services and HR 
 



We have a strong and experienced Executive Team, who can provide 
‘Central Services’ to our schools. We now have a Director of Maths 
and a Director Science. We also have two specialist consultants who 
lead on QA and teaching and learning across the Trust. They also lead 
on OfSTED preparation and readiness. Leaders must understand the 
particular challenges at each school within the Trust. The Central 
Team relentlessly focuses on student outcomes through working 
assiduously with Leadership Teams. We must assist all schools to 
ensure they return a balanced budget. We must provide resources 
that are focused on improving outcomes. Our finance, business, HR, 
site and marketing teams ‘make the magic happen’. They are led by 
our Chief Operations Officer. We ensure that our sites are superb 
places to work and learn. A key metric is to ensure we have 300 
students in each secondary school each year and work towards a full 
Trust of 3000 students in the secondary sector.  
 
 
 

OUR 5 SIMPLE SECONDARY METRICS - KPIs 
 

1. All schools are full in terms of students and staff – 300 students on intake in both 
secondary schools and full in all primaries – fully staffed schools  

 
2. All our secondary schools gain a healthily positive P8 score and we are above 
national averages for all key groups – we aim for top 10% of schools nationally 2018. 

Primary metrics are within the top 10% nationally. 
 

3. Attendance is at 96% + across all schools  
 

4. Financially we have a balanced budget each year in all our schools and within The 
PLT – the business arm of The PLT will set its own financial metrics  

 
5. The annual parental and staff surveys are overwhelmingly positive (Term 5) 

 

We will discuss with primary schools the best metrics for primary success which will place us 
in top 10% of schools nationally.  

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An emerging MAT – narrative  
 

This reflects The Nine Characteristics of a Successful Multi Academy Trust – 

written by Sir David Carter  
 
 

LEADERSHIP STYLE 
CURRICULUM TYPE  

EXECUTIVE TEAM WORKING 
 

Overview 
 

We are very clear that we are a locally-based MAT with a shared ethos of putting ‘children / 
students first’. Delegated powers to schools are very clearly laid out by a highly-skilled Board 
of Trustees. There is a clear understanding of the responsibilities of the MAT, as against those 
of the individual schools. We aim for ‘good’ and ‘outstanding’ results at all our schools – we 
are OUTCOMES focused. If we consistently get ‘good’ outcomes we will get ‘good’ and 
‘outstanding’ OfSTED judgements – we want this for our community, for our staff and for our 
region. We say very clearly we are about gaining outstanding outcomes and, therefore, great 
OfSTED grades. Within each school, our leaders and our Councilors clearly know what the 
success ‘metrics’ are – they are very clear and simply laid out. These metrics are centred on 
student outcomes, student numbers and financial stability. Intervention is timely and 
appropriate by the MAT Executive Central Team, especially with regard to our disadvantaged 
students. There is more work to do here. Outcomes here are our ‘Brutal Facts’. But, we always 
bear in mind that a great school and a great MAT is about much more than exam outcomes. 
The PLT will ensure a great P6 offer for additional lessons, for sport and for the wider arts 
provision. Discretionary effort must be high amongst our staff. Culture is everything. All this 
is part of our great offer in North Worle and further afield. We insist upon tidy and litter-free 
schools. We will actively bid to develop our site and premises. Our leaders must be visible 
daily and lesson-by-lesson. Good students to staffing ratios will be our aim, even in tight 
economic times. We understand the need for a phased growth for the Trust. We are aware 
that Trustees are not ‘reps’ of the local ACs / LGBs – they are Trustees of a Trust. Succession 
planning features in our plans and we grow our leaders through opportunity and through our 
Teaching School Alliance.  Leaders within The PLT INFLUENCE, ARE CONFIDENT, BUILD 
ENGAGEMENT AND DELIVER RESULTS. Our leaders do this with staff, parents, children and 
community. We show the future, engage people with the future and deliver.  



 

Leadership in The PLT 
An unequivocal leadership approach – ‘no excuses’  

 
Our Principals, and all our leaders, must have ultra-high visibility. This happens through 
leading assemblies and briefings often, by being ‘on gates’ and by visiting lessons as a daily 
part of our work. They must be visible to staff, to students and, especially to parents and 
carers. Our great leaders must really enjoy this part of the job. They also need to thrive on 
being in lessons and ‘leading by walking about’. They must have 90%+ contact with people in 
their daily work. They must welcome coaching and monitoring in equal measure. The vision 
must become a reality. People contact makes the difference. We must ‘love’ and care for our 
kids and for our staff. We must say ‘thank you’ often. We must act with ‘a velvet glove’, but 
also at times with a friendly ‘iron fist’. We have failed if our students, or parents, think we are 
too ‘uncaring’ or too ‘soft’. The same applies to our staff; we cherish, we care, but we expect. 
We have regular feedback each year about our leadership performance. We have annual ‘staff 
surveys’ at all schools – this allows us to plan. We engage with 360 reviews and with 
‘Leadership Matters’ (Buck). This feedback puts the oxygen into the Trust and into our 
schools. Our leaders must drive improvement beyond their own school. This is a challenging 
concept which needs generosity of spirit. They must share strategies willingly. It is about the 
whole SW region / WSM / PLT community not just the single school. The MAT is the 
accountable unit not the school. Our leaders must lead across the MAT and contribute to the 
wider ‘leadership brain’ - policy development being a good example. There are ‘no excuses’ 
for not leading with passion, with visibility and with pace within The PLT schools. It should be 
a privilege to lead a PLT school. We must ensure that through such a privilege we deliver 
excellent outcomes.  
 

‘Schools that fail have leaders that hide’ – NC. 

 
 

Classrooms in The PLT 
 

We must have consistently good teaching and good assessment in all our schools. We 
understand that no one teacher, or support staff member, can be ‘outstanding’ all of the time. 
All staff need to follow our simple structured teaching model. All our Principals and all our LT 
teach lessons. They too all follow our very consistent 5-part lesson structure and use our 
unique “praise boards’’. Teachers follow our clear marking and assessment policy. Books 
show progress and all students show ‘pride in their work’. We own our professional 
development and we focus on structured, high quality lessons with great assessment. We 
work together across all our schools to become better teachers and staff members. We keep 
learning. Our ITT work is crucial to us; we work with colleagues to become better at delivering 
ITT and learning from trainees. Our Central Leaders are key people. They improve their teams. 
They work daily to focus on outcomes. They help translate the GO PLT ‘vision’ into the real 
world. They know that our classrooms are their first priority. They hold people relentlessly to 
account. We can help them to develop further by working in more than one school and in 
more than one phase.  
 

‘The lesson is the main event’ – Jane. 



 
 

Executive Team in The PLT 
 

Times have changed and we now need absolute clarity. The Executive Team will still work at 
the ‘micro level’ by being very concerned about flags, paint and behaviour. Attention to detail 
is our mantra.  We also guard the ‘moral purpose’. We now need to ‘lead at scale’ and enjoy 
this challenge of new roles. In our Trust we will still be ‘visible’. Our task is to translate vision 
(this vision) into reality. This is not easy ‘at scale’. We must ensure all staff feel part of the 
whole development. We must have seamless vision to action to outcomes. At the ‘macro 
level’ we take decisions that should not disadvantage others schools and we grow capacity 
for communities beyond our own. We support the wider educational strategy for the region. 
This document is central to making this happen – GO PLT (EBS). 
 

‘My school’s results are vital but the results across the Trust are equally important’ - 
Jacqui 

 
 

The Nine Characteristics of a Successful Multi Academy Trust 
 

Step 1 - A well communicated strategic vision that moves seamlessly into 
implementation and then impact 
 
Evidenced by; 

• Leaders lead at pace but use the strategic plan as a touchstone 

• Every strategy has an ultimate benefit for children 

• Each Academy contributes to the MAT vision and the MAT vision 
supports the Academy - both comfortably co-exist 

• Recognition of the brand 

• The growth strategy 
 
Step 2 – Trust-wide school improvement strategy in all major learning areas 
 
Evidenced by:  

• Trust-wide roles for key subject staff 

• Ability to move staff from one site to another quickly, agility as 
much as flexibility 

• Systematic sharing of best-practice 

• Effective use of trust data systems 
 
Step 3 - A plan that enables expansion to take place without compromising the 
quality of education that children already in the trust receive 
 
Evidenced by: 

• Capacity is built ahead of need 

• Staff have mobility clauses in their contracts that enable them to 
work across the trust 



• Due Diligence is carried out well so that all of the possible risks 
inherent in a new project are known 

 
Step 4 - An accountability framework that everyone understands including what 
happens when key staff under-perform or cannot be held to account 
 
Evidenced by; 
 

• CEO (EP) & Board to RSC & Ministers 

• Executive Team & Principals to CEO (EP) 

• Academy staff to Principal 

• A coherent scheme of delegation 
 
Step 5 - Clear and transparent models of financial and resource management and 
accountability 
 
Evidenced by; 

• Strong internal auditing processes and evaluation 

• Outstanding leadership from well qualified financial experts 

• Clear financial delegated framework 

• Transparent systems for financial approvals 

• Medium term financial imagining of more challenging 
landscapes 

• Strong HR policies and oversight 

• Coherent cross-trust facilities management and business 
functions 

 
Step 6 - Skilled management of the Trust Risk Indicators 
 
Evidenced by: 

• Quality Systems that are outcome driven not process driven 

• Strong team of horizon scanners who anticipate change ahead of 
time 

• Ownership of the Risk Register is by all MAT leaders who use the 
MAT register as the framework for the school and team registers 

• Awareness that risk exists within every strategic decision - do the 
MAT leaders know what their 3 biggest risks are? 

 
Step 7- A Clear delegated framework for Governance at Trust Board and Local 
Governing Board level 
 
Evidenced by; 

• Understanding demonstrated of the different responsibilities of 
members and directors 

• Board testing the delivery of the strategy 

• Board holding CEO accountable for outcomes 

• Board choosing what to delegate to local GB as a consequence of 
how effective they and the academy are 



• Board making clear to local GB that they are guardians of 
educational standards in their academy and not “traditional” 
governors 

 
Step 8 - A clear succession plan for the key posts within the MAT 
 
Evidenced by; 

• There are internal talent pools emerging for the following roles 
1. The CEO (EP) 
2. FD, HR, IT Executive Team  
3. The Chair of Board 
4. The Sponsor(s), Members and Directors  
5. Principals and Vice-Principals 

 

• Other staff who are developed into “next step” roles through 
bespoke leadership development 

 
Step 9 - A commitment to making a wider contribution to local, regional and national 
educational networks beyond the MAT 
 
Evidenced by; 

• Building strong partnerships beyond the MAT to work with schools 
who might never be formal partners 

• Enabling Academies to maintain their own networks that are unique 
to them 

• Contributing to school to school support beyond the MAT 

• Mentoring and Supporting new MATs 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Neville   
September 2017 

 


